
HARRY is both fresh and elegant. The furniture design creates contrasts – soft rounded corners with black 
metal framed legs give the pouffe and the sofa the best of two design styles. Transform your interior to a 
sparkling colour mix or choose subtle colours for a calmer Scandinavian look. HARRY makes an impres-
sion as a single piece of furniture but can also be an eye catcher if you mix them together. HARRY is the 
obvious choice when making an addition to any room that needs an elegant seating place.

The collection contains one sofa and a pouffe available in three sizes. Harry is covered in durable fabric in a 
range of colours. The pouffe can be used as a footstool or as an extra seat. Furnish your home with HARRY 
and it will pop. 
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Details
The nicely woven fabric creates a vibrant yet subtle 
and delicate pattern. The black metal framed legs 
create a contrast to the soft rounded corners and 
gives the furniture a harmonic design.  
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Quality
The HARRY furniture is covered by a nice 
structured fabric. The durable textile is tested with 
good results. The legs are made of black lacquered 
metal that will last for a long time.

Design by: Tenzo product development team
This product is designed by tenzo. With nearly 
80 years’ experience in design and construction 
we have knowledge about manufacturing trendy 
Scandinavian furniture to a broad 
international market. We ensure that the 
design and quality is the best possible and know 
that our designs will last for many years to come.

Design
HARRY´s appearance is fresh and elegant the 
perfect seating furniture for every modern and 
classy home. The design makes the furniture 
suitable for your living room, hallway or bedroom 
– there are a multitude of possibilities to furnish 
with HARRY.  

Colour no.
201 GREY

Colour no.
202 YELLOW

Colour no.
204 GREEN

Colour no.
203 BLUE

Colour no.
205 CORAL

Colour no.
209 SAGE


